
Function profile
ENLIGHT student coordinator

In a bid to fundamentally revamp the EU’s educational ecosystem, the Commission launched the
European University Initiative for creating European Universities, a set of alliances between
universities scattered around the EU27. From 2020 Ghent University can call itself a proud member of
the ENLIGHT alliance along with 8 other partners. An important part of the entire ENLIGHT framework
is the Student Network.

The Ghent Student Council is therefore looking for two student coordinators to represent the Ghent
University students in the ENLIGHT Student Network.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Profile
- You have experience and/or an interest in (student) representation;
- You are sufficiently comfortable and proficient in English as meetings on the ENLIGHT level

will be conducted in English;
- You have a critical attitude;
- You possess sufficient communicative skills, tact and a sense for compromise;
- You are enrolled at Ghent University for the academic years 2022-2023 and preferably also in

2023-2024.

Tasks
- You join the biweekly (online) Student Network;
- You inform other Ghent University students/student representatives about ENLIGHT;
- You join the ENLIGHT student core group meetings. This core group consists of the Ghent

Student Council, the International Konvent and the Erasmus Student Network. It can be seen
as a steering group within the student community;

- You join the weekly Ghent University internal steering meetings.

What do we offer
- An unforgettable and enriching experience;
- International contacts;
- A young, dynamic and multi-cultural working environment;
- The possibility to shape policy at the ENLIGHT level and beyond;
- An amazing year.

Practical information
- You will be elected at the General Assembly on March 10 2022.
-



- Submit applications to enlight@gentsestudentenraad.be by March 5 2022, 11.59 pm.

The Ghent Student Council represents all students of Ghent University. She strives for an inclusive and
diverse student representation. For questions or further information, please contact
enlight@gentsestudentenraad.be.
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